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Abstract: Recently Harn and Lin proposed a novel authenticated group key transfer protocol that a mutually trusted key generation
center (KGC) can broadcast group key information to all group members at once and only authorized group members can recover the
group key. This paper presents that Harn and Lin’s protocol can notwithstand man-in-the-middle attack and describes the reasons and
detailed processes that the group key is gained by the active attacker whois not included in the member list of that particular group. To
fill the gaps, we discuss the problems, possible solutions, and propose an improved protocol.
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1 Introduction

Key transfer protocols [1–3] and key agreement
protocols [4–6] are two types of key establishment
protocols. Key transfer protocols rely on a mutually
trusted key generation center (KGC) to select session
keys and then transport session keys to all communication
entities secretly. Most often, KGC encrypts session keys
under another secret key shared with each entity during
registration. In key agreement protocols [7, 8], all
communication entities are involved to determine session
keys. The most commonly used key agreement protocol is
Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement protocol [9]. In DH
protocol, the session key is determined by exchanging
public keys of two communication entities. Most key
transfer protocols [10–16] take natural generalization of
the DH key agreement protocol. There are other key
transfer protocols based on non-DH key agreement
approach as well. Tzeng [17] proposed a conference key
agreement protocol based on discrete logarithm (DL)
assumption with fault tolerance in recent years. In 2008,
Cheng and Laih [18] modified Tseng’s conference key
agreement protocol based on bilinear pairing. In 2009,
Huang [19] proposed a noninteractive protocol based on
DL assumption to improve the efficiency of Tseng’s
protocol.

In 1989, Laih et al. [20] proposed the first algorithm
using any (t,n) secret sharing scheme to distribute a
group key to a group consisting oft-1 members. It is
obvious that the scheme using this approach is more
efficient than encrypting and distributing the group key to
each member of the group. Later, there are some
papers [21–23] following the same concept to distribute
group messages to multiple users. The newest research
owes Lein Harn and Changlu Lin. They summarize the
approaches in these papers and proposed a novel
protocol [1] based on secret sharing scheme [24] for
distributing group key. Their protocol is rather simple and
efficient. However, the initial conditions in their protocol
are not very strict. If the protocol execute normally, the
security of their transformation is really information
theoretically secure. Due to lack of the authentication at
the beginning, the latter secure verification can be
bypassed.

In this paper, we show that the attacker, who is not
included in the list of a particular group, can impersonate
any group member to join in that group only if the
attacker outside of that group is allowed to request for
group key service in their protocol. This condition is a
basic feature to everyone who wants to make use of their
protocol. To solve this problem, we add some additional
verification operations. The analysis shows the users who
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have subscribed the key distribution service but not are
included in a particular group can not join in that group
furtively. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews Harn and Lin’s key transfer
protocol. Section 3 proposes an attack to their protocol.
Section 4 discusses the problems and presents an
improved authenticated group key transfer protocol.
Section 5 demonstrates the security of our improved
protocol. A conclusion is made in section 6.

2 Brief introduction of the original
authenticated group key transfer protocol

Harn et al.′s authenticated group key transfer protocol
consists of three processes: initialization of KGC, user
registration, and group key generation and distribution.
Fig.1 describe the protocol. The detail steps are as
follows:

Initialization of KGC. The KGC randomly chooses
two primesp andq and computesn= p×q. n is published.

User Registration. Each user is required to register at
the KGC for subscribing the key distribution service. The
KGC keeps tracking all the registered users and removing
any unsubscribed users. During registration, KGC shares a
secret, (xi,yi), with each user,Ui, wherexi,yi ∈ Z∗

n .
Group key generation and distribution. Upon

receiving group key generation request from any user,
KGC needs to randomly select a group key and access all
the shared secrets with the group members. KGC needs to
distribute this group key to all the group members in a
secure and authenticated way. All the communications
between KGC and group members are in a broadcast
channel. For example, we assume that a group consists of
t members, {U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, and shared secrets are
(xi,yi), for i = 1, · · · , t. The key generation and
distribution process contains five steps.

Step1. The initiator sends a key generation request to
KGC with a list of group members as{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}.

Step2. KGC broadcasts the list of all the participating
members,{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, as a response.

Step3. Each participating group member needs to send
a random challenge,Ri ∈ Z∗

n , to KGC.
Step4. KGC randomly selects a group key,k, and

generates an interpolated polynomialf (x) with degreet
to pass through (t + 1) points, (0,k) and (xi,yi ⊕Ri), for
i = 1, · · · , t. KGC also computest additional points,
P1, · · · ,Pt , on f(x) andAuth = h(k,U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,R1,R2,
· · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt), whereh is a one-way hash function.
All the computations on f (x) are over Z∗

n . KGC
broadcasts{Auth,P1, · · · ,Pt} to all the group members.
All the computations are performed inZ∗

n .
Step5. For each group memberUi, knowing the shared

secret, (xi,yi ⊕Ri), andt additional public points,Pi, for
i = 1, · · · , t, on f (x), he is able to compute the polynomial
f (x) and recover the group keyk = f (0). Then, Ui
computesh(k,U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,R1,R2, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt)

and checks whether this hash value is identical toAuth. If
these two values are identical,Ui authenticates the group
key sent from KGC.

U1 KGC Ui , i=2,   ,t

1.{U1,   ,Ut}

2.{U1,   ,Ut}

3.R1 3.Ri

4.{Auth,P1,   ,Pt}

2.{U1,   ,Ut}

4.{Auth,P1,   ,Pt}

5.Compute k 5.Compute k

Fig. 1: Simple description of Harn et al.′s protocol

3 Proposed attack

In above protocol that we will study, simultaneous
broadcasts are intensively used. However it is actually a
multi-cast, in which the attacker may delay, modify, or
cancel the message sent to each recipient
independently [25].

Suppose an attacker want to make an active attack to
impersonate a group member. Her aim is to obtain the
group key and attend their secret conference. She has the
ability to intercept messages between the KGC and
normal group members and can forge a new one as well.
To abide by the protocol, she should get the published
parametern and subscribe the key distribution service of
the KGC before the attack. Suppose her general identity
is Ue and the shared secret between the KGC and her is
(xe,ye), wherexe,ye ∈ Z∗

n . Note that her general identity is
not included in the list of the group members, who want
to start a conversation. That ise /∈ [1, t].Attack processes
are described as follows:

1. Ue intercepts the key generation request, which
contains a list of group members as{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut} to
the KGC. ThenUe deletes any one, such asUi where
i ∈ [1, t], in the list{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, and replacesUi with
her identityUe in the forged list. Finally, she unicasts the
forged list{U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut} to the KGC.

2.Ue intercepts the response,{U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1,
· · · ,Ut}, from the KGC, and broadcasts the original list
{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut} to all the participating members.

After the two steps above, the KGC believes the
participating members are
{U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut}, but group members
consider{U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ui,Ui+1, · · · ,
Ut} are going to start a new conversation.

3. Ue interceptsRi ∈ Z∗
n from Ui and unicasts her

random challengeRe ∈ Z∗
n to the KGC. At the same time,

Ue records all the R js to the KGC, where
j = 1, · · · , t, j 6= i.
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In the step4 of original protocol, KGC will compute
f (x) with thet +1 points (x j,y j ⊕R j), where j = 1, · · · , t,
j 6= i, (xe,ye ⊕ Re) and (0,k). Then KGC computest
additional pointsP1, · · · ,Pt on f (x), computesAuth =
h(k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Ri−1,Re,
Ri+1, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt) and broadcasts{Auth,P1,
· · · ,Pt}.

4. Ue intercepts{Auth,P1, · · · ,Pt} sent from the KGC,
whereAuth = h(k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut ,R1,
· · · ,Ri−1,Re,Ri+1, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt) Then she
computes (xe,ye ⊕Re) with her challengeRe and her own
secret value(xe,ye). The group keyk can be computed
with thet +1 points(P1, · · · ,Pt) and (xe,ye ⊕Re). Finally,
she forges the signature
Auth

′
= h(k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ui,Ui+1,

· · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Ri−1,Ri,Ri+1, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt) , and
broadcasts{Auth

′
,P1, · · · ,Pt} to all the group members

exceptUi. In the step 5 of the original protocol, each
group memberU j, where j = 1, · · · , t, j 6= i, is able to
compute the group keyk with (P1, · · · ,Pt) and
(x j,y j ⊕ R j). Then U j computes the hash value
h(k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,
Ui,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Ri−1,Ri,Ri+1, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2,
· · · ,Pt) with the member list that he reserves in the step1
and compares it with the receivedAuth

′
. Since these two

values are identical,U j accepts the group keyk. As a
result, U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut will start a new
conversation andUi can not obtain the group key.

In the end of the Harn et al.′s protocol, they claim
their protocol does not focus on user authentication and
messages authentication that from group members to
KGC. But they suggest that the following two additional
steps can achieve above two features.

First, in step3 of the original protocol, each userUi
attaches an authentication value,h((xi,yi),Ri), along with
the challenge messageRi. Then KGC can authenticateRi.
Second, after step5 of the original protocol, each userUi
sends a key confirmation,h((xi,yi),k), to KGC. Then,
after receiving all key confirmations, KGC sends a group
key confirmation,h((xi,yi),k,U1, · · · ,Ut), to each group
member. As the result, each userUi can confirm the group
key. The protocol with key confirmation can be described
as Fig.2.

U1 KGC Ui , i=2,   ,t

1.{U1,   ,Ut}

2.{U1,   ,Ut}

3.R1,h((x1,y1),R1)

4.{Auth,P1,   ,Pt}

2.{U1,   ,Ut}

4.{Auth,P1,   ,Pt}

5.Compute k

6.h((x1,y1),k,U1,   ,Ut)

3.Ri,h((xi,yi),Ri)

6.h((xi,yi),k,U1,   ,Ut)

5.h((x1,y1),k) 5.Compute k5.h((xi,yi),k)

Fig. 2: Harn et al.′s protocol with key confirmation

It seems that the protocol with the additional key
confirmation steps can prevent our man-in-the-middle
attack, because the key confirmation
h((xi,yi),k,U1, · · · ,Ut) contains the user list{U1, · · · ,Ut}
and the shared secret between each user and the KGC.
The attackerUe can not forge valid key confirmation
h((xi,yi),k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue
,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut) without the shared secret(xi,yi). However,
actually, these steps not only do not enhance the security
of the original protocol, but also lead their protocol
suffers from more serious attacks. Suppose KGC sends a
group key confirmationh((x1,y1),k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,
Ui+1, · · · ,Ut) to a userU1 after step5. The attackerUe
intercepts it and does not forward it toU1 immediately.
Since the group keyk has been computed and the user list
{U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut} is known to her, she can
guess a pair of number(x

′

1,y
′

1) and verify whether it is

U1’s secret by the equationH
?
=

h(x
′

1,y
′

1,k,U1, · · · ,Ui−1,

Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut) in an offline manner.H = h((x1,y1),k,
U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,Ui+1, · · · ,Ut) is the intercepted key
confirmation. As the result,Ue will get U1’s secret and
thus she can impersonateU1 directly. It means that adding
these additional steps may lead the user′s secret reveals.

Actually, these two additional steps are just a
suggestion at the last of the original paper. The security
theorems in the original paper even do not analyze their
validity. Hence, we do not consider them in our attack.

After four steps attack, the outside attackerUe can
impersonateUi to participate in the new conversation with
other group members andUi will be kicked out off the
group. SinceUi may be any one of the group member,Ue
can impersonate any one she wants to replace.

However, if the attacker is not familiar with others, she
may not have enough knowledge to talk with each others.
Even if she owns the group key, other members may find
she is notUi by the content in the conversation.

To overcome this shortage, the attacker can continue
the attacking process as follows:

5.Ue unicasts a new key generation request to the KGC
with the group members{Ue,U2, · · · ,Ui, · · · ,Ut}.

6. Ue intercepts the response{Ue,U2, · · · ,Ui, · · · ,Ut}
from the KGC. For the response has been sent toUi, Ue
does not need to unicast another list.

7. Ue unicasts the challengeRe ∈ Z∗
n and R j, where

j = 2, · · · , t, to the KGC. Note, R j is the original
challenge intercepted fromU j in the step3.

In the step4 of original protocol, KGC will compute
f (x) with thet +1 points(x j,y j ⊕R j), where j = 2, · · · , t,
(xe,ye ⊕ Re) and (0,ke). Then KGC will computet
additional points P1, · · · ,Pt on f (x), computes
Auth = h(k,
Ue,U2, · · · ,Ui, · · · ,Ut ,Re,R2, · · · ,Ri, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2,
· · · ,Pt) and broadcasts{Auth,P1, · · · ,Pt}.

8. Ue intercepts{Auth,P1, · · · ,Pt} sent from the KGC,
whereAuth = h(k,Ue,U2, · · · ,Ui, · · · ,Ut ,Re,R2, · · · ,Ri,
· · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt). Then she computes the group key
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Fig. 3: Result after step8

ke with the t+1 points (P1, · · · ,Pt) and (xe,ye ⊕ Re).
Finally, she generates a new signature
Auth

′
= h(ke,U1, · · ·

,Ui, · · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Ri, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2, · · · ,Pt) and unicasts
{Auth

′
,P1, · · · ,Pt} to Ui. After receiving the signature

Auth
′

and the pointsPi, Ui can computeke with
(P1, · · · ,Pt) and(x j,y j ⊕R j). Then he computes the hash
valueh(ke,U1, · · · ,Ui, · · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Ri, · · · ,Rt ,P1,P2,
· · · ,Pt) with the member list that he reserves in the step1
and compares it with the receivedAuth

′
. Since these two

values are identical,Ui accepts the group keyke. As a
result,{Ui,Ue} will start a new conversation andUe can
gain enough knowledge to talk with othert-1
participators. As the result of all 8 steps,Ue participates in
two conversations at the same time. One is with
U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ui+1,
· · · ,Ut , another is withUi. The result can be described as
Fig. 3.

When someone in the group1 talks something that the
attacker does not know, she can send this message toUi
and give backUi’s response as her response. In addition,
if she believesUi’s response doesn’t meet her needs, she
can also forge another one based onUi’s response. For
example: A company has 10 departments, each
department owns 9 employees and 1 supervisor. If the
company uses this protocol to distribute group keys, all
90 employees and 10 supervisors should subscribe the
key distribution service and each department can form a
regular group and use the group key to deal with their
own vocational work confidentially. However, when the
supervisors want to form a group and talk some secrets,
any employee can eavesdrop or tamper on it with above
method. Finally, a conclusion can be made that anyone
who has established a shared secret with KGC can obtain
the group key; she does not need to be a member of that
group. An example to attack three members’ group is
described as Fig. 4.

4 Problem discussion and improvement

Due to lack of user authentication in the step1 and the
step2, attackers can modify the group member list and
both KGC and group members can not verify it. It is the

main reason leading to our proposed attack. In the last of
the original paper, the authors discussed user
authentication and authenticated message transmitted
from group members to the KGC. However, their
attentions mainly focus on the 3rd step and the 5th step. If
the user has been kicked out of the group in the step1 and
the step2, all the later efforts are useless.

It seems that the share secret value (x, y) may help
achieve user authentication, which is discussed in the
original paper. That is, if the initiator attaches
h(U1,U2, · · · ,Ut
,(x1,y1)) to the member list{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, which the
authors mentioned in the remark 2 of the original paper.
Unfortunately, this improvement can not withstand
proposed attack, because the attacker can kick the
initiator out by replacing
{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,h(U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,(x1,y1))} with
{Ue,U2, · · · ,Ut ,h(Ue,U2, · · · ,Ut ,(xe,ye))}.

One possible way to solve this problem is to narrow
the scope of the protocol. That is, only authenticated users
are allowed to subscribe the key distribution service in
user registration process and all users registered at the
KGC form only one group. When the conversation ends,
all users must unsubscribe the key distribution service.
Then the request list and response list in step1 and step2
can be omitted and our proposed attack is sure to fail,
because there is only one group and KGC can sure all
members’ identity in the group. However, how to
authenticate a user in the user registration process
becomes a new problem and the author’s goal is to supply
user authentication in this protocol. Even if we can
construct a new authentication protocol to forbid
unauthenticated users to subscribe the key distribution
service, security risk still exist. (e.g. if the group
membership changes, a person who is no longer a
member of a designated group can also have access to the
group key as long as his shared secret key with KGC is
still valid).

Another way to solve this problem is to add effective
verification functions in step1 or step2. So that any change
in the request list or response list can be found by group
members or the KGC. Our suggested protocol will follow
this idea.

Suppose a userUi+1 has registered at the KGC and
wants to agree on a group key with{Ut+2,Ut+3, · · · ,U2t}.
ThenUi+1 is not an outsider but it is also not a member of
the particular group{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, hence the theorem 1
of the original paper does not prove the key
confidentiality for lacking of a kind of users asUi+1. So
our improvement will mainly focus on these
intermediate users asUi+1. During the execution of our
improvement protocol, the attacker has the entire control
of the network, and tries her best to break the privacy of
the key.

The proposed improvement protocol consists of three
processes: initialization of the KGC, user registration, and
group key generation and distribution. The detailed
description is as follows:
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attacker

      E
KGC

group user

3

2

4

A

A,B,C

RA,RB,RC A,B,CRA,RB,RE

KGC computes f(x) passing through 

(0 ,k ) ,  (x A ,R A A ) ,  (x B ,R B B ) , 

(xE ,RE E) .KGC also computes 

P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,  o n  f ( x )  a n d 

Auth=h(k,A,B,E,RA,RB,RE,P1,P2,P3)

Auth,P1,P2,P3

attacker computes f(x) passing 

through P1,P2,P3 and(xE,RE E).

the group key k=f(0).

attacker also computes

Auth =h(k,A,B,C,RA,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

Auth ,P1,P2,P3 A,B

  A

A computes f(x) passing through 

P1,P2,P3 and(xA,RA A). The group 

key  k= f (0 ) .  A  chec ks  whether 

Auth =?h(k,A,B,C,RA,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

  B
B computes f(x) passing through 

P1,P2,P3 and(xB,RB B). The group 

key  k= f (0 ) .  A  chec ks  whether 

Auth =?h(k,A,B,C,RA,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

5

7

6

8

RE,RB,RC

KGC computes f(x) passing through 

(0 ,k E ) ,  (x E ,R E E ) ,  (x B ,R B B ) , 

(xC ,RC C).KGC also computes 

P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,  o n  f ( x )  a n d 

Auth=h(k,E,B,C,RE,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

Auth,P1,P2,P3

attacker computes f(x) passing 

through P1,P2,P3 and(xE,RE E).

the group key kE=f(0).

attacker also computes

Auth =h(kE,A,B,C,RA,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

Auth ,P1,P2,P3 C

C computes f(x) passing through 

P1,P2,P3 and(xC,RC C). The group 

key k E =f(0) .  A checks whether 

Auth =?h(k,A,B,C,RA,RB,RC,P1,P2,P3)

Fig. 4: Attack process to a three member’s group

Initialization of KGC. The KGC randomly chooses
two safe primesp andq, and computesn = p× q. Then
the KGC selects a numbere ∈ Z∗

n , which demandse and
(p-1)×(q-1) are coprime. In additions, the KGC computes
another numberd, which meetse× d ≡1 mod (p-1)×(q-
1).

User Registration. Each user is required to register at
the KGC for subscribing the key distribution service. The
KGC keeps tracking all the registered users and removing
any unsubscribed users. During the registration, the KGC
shares(e,n) andxi,yi with each userUi, wherexi,yi ∈ Z∗

n .
Group key generation and distribution. Upon

receiving group key generation request from any user,
KGC needs to randomly select a group key and access all

the shared secrets with the group members. KGC needs to
distribute this group key to all the group members in a
secure and authenticated way. All the communications
between KGC and group members are in a broadcast
channel. For example, we assume that a group consists of
t members, {U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}, and shared secrets are
(xi,yi), for i = 1, · · · , t. The key generation and
distribution process contains five steps.

Step1. The initiator sends a key generation request to
KGC with a list of group members as{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut}.

Step2. KGC broadcasts the list of all the participating
members and a value{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,v} as a response,
wherev = h(U1,U2, · · · ,Ut)

d mod n.
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Step3. After receiving {U1,U2, · · · ,Ut ,v}, each
participating group member should compute
h(U1,U2, · · · ,Ut) and checks whether this value is
identical tove mod n. If these two values are identical, he
needs to send a random challenge,Ri ∈ Z∗

n , to the KGC.

Step4. The KGC randomly selects a group keyk and
generates an interpolated polynomialf (x) with degreet
to pass through(t + 1) points,(0,k) and(xi,yi ⊕Ri), for
i = 1, · · · , t. The KGC also computest additional points,
Pi, for i = 1, · · · , t, on f (x) andAuth = h(k,U1, · · · ,Ut ,R1,
· · · ,Rt ,P1, · · · ,Pt), whereh is a one-way hash function.
All the computations onf (x) are overZ∗

n . The KGC
broadcasts{Auth,P1, · · · ,Pt} to all the group members.
All the computations are performed inZ∗

n .

Step5. Each group memberUi, knowing the shared
secret,(xi,yi ⊕Ri), andt additional public points,Pi, for
i = 1, · · · , t, on f (x), is able to compute the polynomial
f (x) and recovers the group keyk = f (0). Then Ui
computes h(k,U1, · · · ,Ut ,R1, · · · ,Rt ,P1, · · · ,Pt) and
checks whether this hash value is identical toAuth. If
these two values are identical,Ui authenticates the group
key sent from the KGC.

5 Security analysis

Comparing with the original protocol, our protocol only
modifies the step2 and step3 of the group key generation
and distribution process. The verifications to against the
outside attacks and insider attacks are kept in our
improvement. Our modifications do not weaken the
security in key confidentiality, and key authentication.
Thus, our improvement can be regarded as a
consummation of the theorem 1 in the original protocol.

Theorem 1 In our protocol, theintermediate users can
not replace any group user in the group list without being
detected.

Proof. In our protocol, the KGC adds a public key e
and a private key d in the initialization process and sends
them to all the registered users during registration
process. As a result, each user knows the public key of the
KGC, no matter who participates in a certain group
distribution process. If an intermediate user wants to
initiate an attack described above, she should intercept the
key generation request, which contains a list of group
members as{U1,U2, · · · ,Ut} to the KGC and replaceUi
with her identityUe in the forged list. However, she can
not generate a valid collision to the response list
U1, · · · ,Ui−1,Ue,
Ui+1, · · · ,Ut ,v, becaused is the private key of the KGC
and v = h(U1,U2, · · · ,Ut)

d mod n. In the step3 of our
protocol, each group member can detect that the member
list has been modified.

6 Conclusions

Due to the attack described above, Harn et al.′s
authenticated group key transfer protocol based on secret
sharing doesn’t achieve their goals. We discuss that
problem and propose an improved protocol. Security
analysis shows that our improved protocol has modified
the flaws and any one outside of a particular group can
not gain the group key without being detected.
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